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Test requirements ·increase
pects the passing scores to drop
in the fall due to the new
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
changes.
Croft said the changes had
First-time College Level
been
scheduled for several
Academic Skills Test takers
years
and
were dictated by the
will have a more challenging
Florida
Administrative
Code
time passing the test this Satas
part
of
the
state
rules
govurday.
The passing score for math erning educati~n.
"These new passing stanwill rise from 290 to 295 .
The English skills section of dards have been intended from
the test will also be changed, the beginning of the CLAST
with more passages in the administration," said Carol
English skills section and a Riles, assessment coordinator
six-point essay grading scale at Valencia Community College.
instead of a five-point one.
She said that Florida uniCLAST editor Ed Croft exby Sandy Irwin

•
•

versities have been gradually
making the passing score
higher.
The changes have been
gradual to allow students to
adapt to other requirements
such as the Gordon Rule.
"I don't think they should
increase
the
testing
scores, "UCF senior Kristin
Dow said. "I don't think it's
fair to students just coming in.
UCF should have a standardized test. Even if the school
requirements get more difficult, the test should stay standard," said Dow.

Galahad, UCF's home at games, replaced by Cortesano
•

•

Times.
"UCF said they had a problem; they needed a mascot," said
Medieval Times Squire John
Bemath.
Currently George P~gram,
managing partner of Collegiate
Village Inn, houses and cares
for Galahad, an eight--year-old,
partArabian and part thoroughbred gelding at his Oviedo ranch.

He said UCF students can
still visit their former mascot.
Lesko
"Burt Reynold's signature
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
was on Galahad's title,"
A horse donated to UCF by
Pegram said, "and there is a
Burt Reyolds as a mascot has
certain aura about it being
been sold due to cost concerns.
Burt Reynold's horse, but it's
Galahad, or B.K Striker as
still a horse - a very cute
some called him, was replaced
horse. I know the students at
by Cortesano, a stallion loaned
UCF care about Galahad, and
out for games from Medieval
naturally, he will still be offered to the kids."
Pegram said that when such
costs as Galahad's food, lodging,
shoes, insurance and health care
began to rise, the athletic
department's main concern was
to give Galahad a good home.
Several people who knew
• Pegram as an avid UCFfoothall
and horse fan approached him
about Galahad.
Gesino said the $7,000 spent
each year on Galahad could be
used as an athletic scholarship
instead. "We can put the savings to better use. We had to
consider what was best for the
horse and UCF."
Pegram said UCF, unlike
FSU, does not provide adequate
veterinary facilities for the
horse. Galahad also needed additional training as well as better care.
Gesino also said the department considered the cost of insurance liability in making the
decision.
"Maintaining an animal is
always a problem. There's acertain risk. Liability must be considered if the horse is not wellschooled," said UCF Attorney
Ashmun Brown. "The horse
would have to be trained for a
specific purpose and ridden by
an experienced rider."
According to Brown, the
Cortesano made his first appearance last month at the
school
could be held liable for an
home game against Troy State. <M1chae10eH~FuruRE)
by Patti Kidd and Jason

.
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accident which UCF knew was Apopka on Sept. 19. Although
possible. UCF probably would he was a little skeptical at first,
not be held liable if something by the third event, it was obviunusual happened that admin- ous that Galahad had acljusted
istrators did not know about.
to the new training.
At least one student is upset
The Fighting Knights went
about the trade between through two games without a
Galahad and Cortesano. Carla horse before Cortesano came
Cordoba, last year's knight, during the Troy State game.
didn't think the horse should be UCF football fans seemed dissold.
appointed without a horse lead"When you're
ing the football
. tryingtoestablish ~=======~ players onto the
an identity, you
"DO.he had an fieldTh
.
don't get rid of
e Appa1ossa
attitude
Stallion named
your mascot," she
said.
problem."
Cortesano and
Pegram, who
rider Sir Timothy
considers himself
Baker, the Orlando
Galahad's foster
.. George Pegram restaurant's head
GALAHAD'S OWNER
knight, made their
parent, said before
first appearance
Galahad came to
the ranch, he had
Sept. 19 during the
been housed at several places, UCFfootball game against Troy
had different trainers and rid- State.
ers and didn't have much direc"I thought it really looked
tion.
great with the Knight," said
"When Galahad came to the sophomore Virginia Dobson. "I
ranch, he had an attitude prob- was real sad when the Knight
lem," Pegram said. "He thought was walking."
he was better than anything
Bernath said Cortesano and
else and didn't like being told Baker will lead thefoothall team
what to do.
onto the field during home
At the ranch, Galahad now games in October and will also
receives daily physical training, perform during halftimes. They
abetterdietandveterinary care. will also appear at the home"He has direction and purpose coming game Nov. 7 against
and a solid bond is developing University of Buffalo.' Medieval
between Galahad and his rider," Times will probably bring anPegram said.
other knight to joust with Baker
the halftime at the Nov.
during
Proper care also cured
Galahad's knee problem in one 14 game against James Madiof his back legs. Although son University.It seems the fans
Pegram examined medical bills at the games are just as happy
to determine when the problem nowwith Cortesanoas theywere
occurred, he was unable to pin- with Galahad. Without a mascot~ they said, the crowd lacks
point the time of injury.
Pegram said Galahad was team spirit.
shown with a professional rider
atClarcona Horsemen's Park in
STRIKER continued page 4
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STUDENT SPECIAL

?ut:o# So/4

~e44.

FRAME & FUTON
STARTING AT

$155

~isco~~t Pet Cen~er ,

--

.

. ,,

.-:.......-.-· If we cant get it... Noah dzdn t bring it...

•

Lake• Howell
Square

Ball Pythons ....................................... $49.99
(With additional purchase required)
Baby Ferrets, Neutered & Descented, 1eg. 119.99
Guaranteed $89.99

(407) 679-7772
10% off w/ ID~xcludes sale items

1{001S JIRK

1271 Semoran Blvd.
Casselberry, FL 32707

(407) 657-07 47
Up to 70% off on selected items
AT GOLDENROD & UNIVERSITY
IN TIIE KMART PLAZA, EAST ORLANDO

-
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ACHIEVEMENTS

~ ~!!~~~~~~

Finest Quality• F;l~tcst Dcli\'Cf)'

'>-·

•

Lifetime Warranty• Best Overall Value

Brir;g your bike to tbe
6JlfE WORKS ll)obile repair service Every WedQesday, 10 - 2 pll), across .
froll) tbe Wild Pizza-OCF call)pus

· :\ (',.Jkgt·gml11.11i1111
ring i1J1•·111Hkiful
e~prc"ion of your
OUl.ll~Jldlllg

arhirremcnt. It

Date:
Time:
Place:

Monday .10/5 - Friday 10/9
10:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M.
UCF Bookstore
l'l.11n,\rn1l;1hlr Ill CID~ 0
1•.1y111t'11t
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CAMPUS ACTIVITIES BOARD
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November 5, 19_
92
8:00 PM -- UCF Arena
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I GUANA HAVE FUN

Tolls to be lowered
by Patti Kidd
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

•

•
•

Nikita, a pet of student Eric Louria, keeps a watchful eye on activities at the 1992
Delta Gamma Anchor Splash as he rides on his owner's shoulder. Anchor Splash
took place last Saturday. (Mlchae1 oeHoog1f::uTUREl

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Tolls on sections of the EastWest Expressway and the EastemBeltwayofthe CentralFlorida
Greeneway may be reduced as
' early as this Sunday, an OrlandoOrange County Expressway Authority official said last week
The actual date will depend on
how long it takes t.o receive final
approval from the Department of
Transportation and to upgrade
signs and equipment OOCEADirector of Communications and
Marketing Jorge Figueredo said
that OOT approval could take as
long as 30 days.
OOCEA scrapped it.s plans t.o
make certain toll ramps free of
charge from 11 p.m. to 6 am.
Fjgueredosaidbondholderswould
not permit the authority to make
the ramps free.
''Bond converts would not allow us to do it," Figueredo said.
OOCEAExecut.iveDirector Hal

Worralhadhoped the free ramps
would be an incentive for lat&
night travelers to use the expressway.
Figueredo said most of the
comments at an OOCEA hearing Sept. 22 concerned more reductions or elimination ofall tolls.
But overall, he said, the public
was appreciative.
''Maintaining and building
expressways is expensive,"
Figueredo said. During the sixmonth experiment, t.olls will be
reduced from 75to50centsat the
main toll plazas near University
Boulevard and Cuny Ford Road
on the Eastern Beltway, as well
as at the main t.oll plazas near
Hiawassee Road and Dean Road
on the East-West Expressway.
Tolls also will be lowered from
50 to 25 cents at entrance and
exit ramps near the disooillited
main plazas. Targeted ramps
include those near University
Boulevard and Valencia Community College.

Future of university manatee program is uncertain
by Dannie Helm

•

3

For four years now, UCF's
biology department has been the
only field station not working
with the Department of Natural Resources field station in
their manatee necropsy program. Now, however, the
program's future is uncertain.
The Department of Natural
Resources out ofSt. Petersburg
has plans to build their own
field station in Brevard County,
which would mean less ofa need
for UCF's. The program's director, Llewellyn Ehrhart, is con-

sidering not renewing the con- Resources offer four years ago,
he was extremely excited. Much
tract.
UCF's work has heen impor- interest in marine biology was
tant Not only has it enhanced being expressed by students,
the reputation of the biology both at the graduate and underdepartment locally, but the pro- graduate levels. It was a chance
gram has also garnered respect to get a program started that
from arnongfederal agencies like would get students exposed to
the
Department
of necropsies of marine mammals
NaturalResources. The program and fund graduate research in
has earned this respect by being the manatee field.
objective, quick to respond, thorTo date, . however, there is
ough, and accurate, Ehrhart only one graduate student doing research on manatees. Fursaid.
The program, however, has thermore, any interest exnot fulfilled all ofEhrhart's ex- pressed by students usually fails
pectations. When he responded to carry through to actually parto the Department of Natural ticipating in the necropsies,

which is a vital step to becoming
a marine or mammal biologist.
"Interest at all levels, both
graduate and undergraduate,
has been very disappointing,"
Ehrhart said.
Ehrhart said the necropsy
program has been very helpful,
as several former students participating in the program have·
gone on to employment by the
Department of Natural Resources.
The funds Ehrhart receives
from the Department of Natural Resources are used primarily to fund the program-things
like maintenance, pick-up, and

salaries. However, Ehrhart said
that there is enough money left
over to fund basic research for a
full-time student studying
manatees.·
UCFsjob is to pick up dead
manatees in Brevard and Indian River counties. Participants bring these corpses back
to UCF for necropsy. Afterwards, the manatees are disposed of, usually in landfills.
The data gathered, along with
specimens, are sent to the Department of Natural Resources
in St. Petersburg. The entire
process usually takes between
12 to 15 hours.
•,,
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Suicide rate increases with school related stress
said, noting that campus communities can be more tightly
For every male college student suicide; there are, on the
knit than small cities.
average nationally, suicide attempts by eight other males,
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
So~e campuses consider suicide prevention a major while an additional 12 men threaten suicide. For each
·When a law student at a college in Boston took her life priority. A rash of suicides during the 1991-92 school year female student suicide, 58 other women attempt suicide
two years ago by swallowing a handful of pills, her family, at the University ofMazyland's College Park ~~====== and 145 threaten to kill themselves, accordfriends and professors were stwmed beyond words.
campus prompted the administration to r
ing to reasearch data in Whitaker's book,
Shehadeverythingg0ingforher:asupportivefarnily,a find ways to make mental support more
~'Therapy can
College Student Suicide.
brilliantfu~.Butshewasahigh-achievingperfectionist readily avail~le to students.
be... hight/y
Whitaker, who often counsels students
who often 1e t overwhelmed by her life, though this was
Eight students committed suicide during
in distress, also cites the ')nachisrno" role as
virtually unknown until some ofher journals were found. the year, which, according the publication
effective ··· "
one of the reasons twice as many male stuThe law student and many like her are cases of smiling Campus Crime, is estimated to be triple the
• Leighton dents take their lives than female students.
depression, says a college mental health expert whose number that could be expected on a campus
Whitaker
'The more 'macho' the man, the more
speciality is college suicide.
of 35,000.
likelyhe will be involved in morbid behavior,
There are some students, says ~ighton Whitaker,
Thesuicidesdidnotappeartoberelated,
which includes suicide and murder,"
director of mental health services at Swathmore College, but school officials say that it appeared the
Whitaker said. "These men are likely to
Swarthmore, Pa., who are in quiet despair,
students were under severe stress .
avoid mental health seivices, although therapy can be a
and comprise most ofthe surprising suicides ~===~~~=~
Since 1973, the United States Coast highly effective preventative for them."
among well-adjusted college students.
Guard academy in New London, Conn., has
Since mental health sevices are usually highly accesSome college students may appear to ex- · "Women make
had a community-based suicide prevention sible to college students;there is an opportunity to prevent
more threats." programfunctioningwithinitsranks.Inthe suicide that their non-college peers do not have. Gun
press themselves emotionally, but they are
only revealing a part of themselves, he said.
. years since the program was develoPed, control is also quite strict on campuses, making accessibilThen there are others who are more forthmore than 50 students have been treated for ity to firearms more difficult than in other settings.
right: "I can't take it anymore."
·Leighton suicidal thoughts and severe depression.
Young women who think about suicide, said Whitaker,
Those five words are considered a red flag
Whitaker
Prior to 1973, the Academy lost four are more likely to give adequate warning that they are
for students who may be contemplatirlg suicadets and one faculty member to suicide in distressed, and are more apt to see a counselor, two factors
• • • • • • • • • afive-yearperiod. Since the program was set that can deter the act of suicide.
cide, say mental health experts .
Thecollegesuiciderateoontinuestogrow,
.
up,therehasnotbeenacompletedsuicideon
'The fact that women make more threats is positive in
according to data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Con- campus. ·
itself." he said. "They more readily signal that they need
trol About eight in 100,000 college students take their
New cadets are required to attend lectures, then take help."
lives,accordingtoarecentreportbytheJoumalofCollege partinacliscussionandwatchavideotapethatexploresthe
Alcohol is the most overlooked risk factor for college
StudentPsyrhotherapy, whichstudied200U.S. campuses. problem of student suicide.
suicide, said Whitaker. His study of33 recent suicides on
Being a college student, however, may actually act as a
Juniors are given four hours of suicide prevention American campuses revealed 56 percent of those who
bufferforyouthsuicide. Thefiguresreflectasuiciderate50 training which includes in-depth discussions of causes, succeeded in killing themselves were intoxicated either
percent le~ than their non-rollege peers in the 18-24 age myths, misconceptions and red fl~. They watch videos with alcohol or another psychoactive chemical, while 65
group.
and pledge to become their brothers' and sisters' keepers. percent were thought to have a history of diagnosable
"Most of the increase in the last three decades was due
Twice as many male college students succeed in killing substance abuse.
to an increase in youth suicide in general, and the vast themselves as female college students; however, studies
For college students, prescription drugs are used to
majority of those were white males," Whitaker said.
reveal that females make many more suicide threats and commit suicide more often than drugs.
After a suicide attempt, the student as well as family attempts than males.
The most common method of committing suicide in the
and friends should seek counseling.'There is no more These figllresaremoreencouragingthan the figures in the overall U.S. populationisfirearms,especiallyamongmales,
severe campus emotional issue than that of the suicide of general population of the country, where four times as but male college students are only half as likely as males
a student, except the closing of the institution itself," he many males commit suicide than females.
generally to use firearms.

by Karen Neustadt
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STR.ll{ER
FROM PAGE 1
"It's just great to see a horse
lead the Knights out on the
field," Senior Darin McKenna
said. "The older horse looked
better, but the new one seems
like it is more interesting to
watch. It can do more tricks
and seems a lot more disciplined."
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ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES.
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GREEK CORNER

CLUB INFO

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Don't forget-tailgate this Sat. w/MIII Be
at the house @ 4:30pm. Sign up for
tennis by Fri. Tennis toum. is 9:30am
Sat. See Tim 2 sign up. Bob-nice
squeegiel See ya.

AA MEETING EVERY WEDNESDAY

DELTA SIGMA Pl
Hi Deltasigsl Thanks to everyone who
attended our speaker last nite. A
reminder, Brother/pledge retreat this
Friday. Congrats to our new Big
Brothers and little Brothers!!!
KAPPA SIGMA
GOOd job Greeks on supp. the blind,
thanks AG. AM were getting psyched
for Dolphin Daze!ll F-ball Monday @5
and V-ball Thurs. @ 6:30. We have
water check it out check it out AEKAB.
PHI DELTA THETA
What's in the bag Phi De It? ... 1st place
Anchor Splash '92. Thanks Ar for
helping us make the music of the night!
Hey hands-nice sash. 6.M we are
looking forward to Dolphin Daze!
l:ct>E
l:<l>E welcomes AM + Rollins XO to the
Sig Ep Palace Fri. nite. Great job Clay
with A<l> Anchor Splash 2nd. Thanks
net> for Sunday. Kyle moves to the hood.
Party in 206 tonite.
Par'lhellenic car wash
Sat. & Sun. 10-2 $2.00 at Walmart
Come out and support us!

t1

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
The Russians are coming!!! Stop by the
house for info on PIKE activities at this
week's game. nKA is undefeated in fast
pitch softball--come support the
team ... PIKE football Wednesdays. See
you at the house this weekend for
another killer PIKE PARTY... with some
friends of ours ... BE THERE. MTG:
- Sunday@ 7:00... PIKE is it!
ACACIA
Okay, so the Bills won. Big deal. I can
dream. Congrats Ar on a successful
Anchor Splash. Tailgate Sat. and
"Russian Blowout" party after the game.
Acacia Rocks!!!

NOON TO 1PM. STUDENT CENTER
ROOM 211 .
SWAT
Student Wellness Advocate Team
would like to invite anyone interested to
take part in our weekly meetings at 4pm
every Wednesday. For more info call
823-5841, see you there!
Gay and Lesbian Student Union
meeting on October 1, 1992
in room LIB 230 at 8:30pm
Call 823-5107 for more info.

College student seeks female to share
two bedroom/bath duplex. Rent cost of
$270 includes utilities. Located 5
minutes from UCF. Must tolerate
smoking. Call 273-2862.

Desk for sale. Good for studying or a
computer. $40 080 Call Jen at
384-9373.

Female roommate N/S to share 2bed/
1bath apt 2.5 miles from UCF +- 1/2
utilites. Call 381-5371.

AUTOS

F N/S 22+ for 212 $200 + 1/2 util. 5 mi.
UCF. Kathleen 384-7136.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevy, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 Ext. S-4628.

FORRENT

HELP WANTED

Apartment Locator Specialist, Inc.
657-8282 3300 University Suite 246
312 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
212 apt 1 mi. from UCF. Dishwasher,
fans, wash/dry. $450. 365-7532.

The UCF Public Relations Club

Come join our 30 min. power meeting
and make new friends. We have an
exciting semester planned. Thursday,
Oct. 1'@8:30pm, PH 104.
International Student Assoc.
Attn. all countries participating in The
Fair. Important meeting on Sunday Oct.
4, Rm 214SC.
Attention Golden Key Members!
Members graduating Fall'92 should
contact Chuck ASAP at 275-6469 to
insure recogni.tion in the graduation
program.

ROOMMATES

FOR SALE
2BR/2BA condo. Walk to UCF $59000.
Amenities and extras. Call 365-9293.

Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000

In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just tor calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65

Apt. to share-Forest Highlands looking
for NS to share apartment-Immediate
occupancy. Call 282-8183 ask for Mike,
Scott, or Bill.
F/ NI S needed to share 2/2 fully
furnished apt. $291 per month plus 1/2
utilities. No pets. 3 miles from UCF.
Call Heather at 380-1918.

RPS needs pit paCkage handlers from
3- 7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
TRAVEL FREE 11 Sall the most reliable
spring break packages to Jamaica and
Margarita Island! Best commissions/
service! Call 1-800-42G-771 O.
Retail Customer Reps. -10 staff
openings. All majors may apply. Co-op
program
estab.lished
w/UCF.
Scholarships awarded, Call 420-2157.
Child care takers needed.
Part and full time positions
Make $4-$7 hour Call 629-5309

Diamond engagement ring marquise .85
ct. 1-1 clarity, appraised $3600. 14k
Tiffany setting $1600. 830-9106. ·
Hunters Reserve condo for sale.
2BDR/2BA , 2 min. from UCF $56,900
3f?6-8511
Uniden radar detector X, K, and KA
bands, must sell $65 OBO 823-4186.
Men's Mtn bike, 15spd, like new $110

080, phone 277-6995
Walk to UCF! Roomate needed to share
3BDRM, 2 1/2 bath apt. $200 mth + 1/3
phone & utilities. Call 273-4241 .

WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

Free Apartment Finding Service

*Sherwood Forest*
ACEI Meeting
Tuesday,October6
3:30 to 4:30 in ED room 302
Speaker on Gifted Education
All Education Majors Welcome!

BICYCLE REPAIR SHOP
ON WHEELS
WE COME TO YOUR DORM,
HOME OR OFFICE.
PHONE 699-4400

TYPISTS

I

·

SERVICES

Immediate Openings:

Phone interviewers. Mon-Fri 1:OOpm
to 9:30pm + 5:30pm-9:30pm.
Sat 9:30am-6:30pm. Start now thru
October. Altamonte Spgs area.
Convention workers. 1st 2wks of
October, flex schedule, Orlando.
Data Entry Operators. Experience
needed. Mon-Sat 2:30pm-10:00pm
30 hrs/wk. Start now thru November.
Manpower Temporary Services.
628-3115
541 S Orlando Ave #206 Maitland

26• bike men 12 speed like new under
$100 $250 new Univega 658-6851 .

Marketing-Jacksonville Company ·
Expanding into Central Florida area
Great potential, need energetic,
highly motivated individuals
407-333-3383

Two U2 Tampa tickets on field loc., must
sell $32 each, Jeff 823-5340 days
249-0816 evenings.
Bicycle 12spd road bike, 25" frame, fast,
yet very dependable, $100 080 Call
Mike 366-2097.
U2 tickets-Tampa show Sat. Oct. 10
Great seats. Best offer. 6 available. Call
Mark D at 623-8397.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn $2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean, etc.)
Career
Holiday, Summer and
employment available. No experience
necessary. For employment program
call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5418~

WORDMASTERS 2n·9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735
Five years tYping for UCF students. Call
Nancy 740-5592.
Typing at competitive rates, next
day and weekend typing available,
657-1998
Term papers & resumes typed at good
rates 281-1574 M-S 9-9 WordPerfect
A-1 Stop Office (laser printing)
Special students rates/rush jobs avail.
Term papers & resumes 678-8887

FREE
Free to good home: black lab and
golden retriever. Both are fixed & have
had all shots. Call 823-5535 during the
day or 365-8845 at night.

PERSONAi..$
DATING CONNECTION
Central Florida finest friendship or
romance. Leave your own voice
message someone is waiting tor you.
Call 1-900-285-9677 $2.40/mn 24 hrs. •

1

DRUNK!!

DON'T
LSAT
• MCAT
GMAT
• NCLEX
GRE • SPEED READING

Haircuts only $7.00
For UCF students with I.D.
(men's and women's regularly $8.00)

TOP NOTCH CUTS & CURLS, INC.

THE TEST IS WHEN'! CLASSES FORMING NOW.

(f9ti

No Appointment Necessary
"TOP NOTCH NAIL CARE" ~

• Live Classes with experienced instructors
Hundreds of hours of Audio review Available.
7 days a week• Evenings too!
o No Nonsense Guarantee
o Industry Leader - 53 years of experience and
2 million graduates prove we've got the
o

expertise and resources it talces to help students
succeed

KAPLAN
273-711 :1

THE ANSWER TO THE TEST QUESTION

·.

PERMS
CHECK OUT OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!

$25

$35.

off shoulder

$45.

2" below shoulder ·

mid back

SPIRALS

SPIRALS

•includes shampoo and cut

Hours:
Monday-Friday 9 A.M. -8 P.M.
Saturday 9 A.M. -5 P.M.
Closed Sunday
LG.A Plaza-Call (407) 380-2621

(across the street
from the Frat House near Goodwill Center)

MULTIPLE
CHOICE
MENU.
Pasta, piz211, salads,
sandwiches and more.

•

Real Italian. Real Fast.
NOW OPEN/12025 Collegiate WayRRJJ-3737
SUN- THUR.5 10:30a.m. - 10:00 pm.
FRI &SAT 10:~a.m - 11:00pm.

..
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Florida's 'Blueprint
2000': A~cipe for
success - perhaps
Gov. LawtmChilesaoo the Cabinet are poised
to approve a plan that would dramatically
change the lives of Florida students, parents·

' ' and teachers into the next oontury."
So read Tuesday's front-page story in the Or-

lando Sentinel regarding the newest plan· to improve the abysmal state of education.
Ho-hum. Another innovative idea in education.
This one is being labeled Blueprint 2000 and the
moniker smacks suspiciously of George Bush's
own America 2000, another new-fangled method
of producing better citizens through education.
Notthatwedon'tapplaudwhatthestateisattempting to do; it's just that there are some serious doubts
present until the final ~ult is pub~hed.
Problem number one is what will happen to the
idea by the time it has gone through the political
channels and bi-partisan process. Many a good
idea has gone more than awry - crime bills and
pollution control tonametwo-aftergoingthrough
this ordeal and exiting so watered down as to be
completely ineffectual.
·
A Sro:>nd problem is in the oontradiction that appearedatthe timetheplan was announced.According
to its proponents, Blueprint 2000 would give schools
morecontrolovertheirown administration and, at the
same time, teachers will be held more accountable.
Wheneverareount.ability becomes an issue with
politicians, it is a source of worry. Who sets these
new standards, how will they be enforced and how
will these standards avoid interfering with the
teaching of students?
In actuality, most of oiir schools' teachers are
more than competent. It is the restrictive framework and bindillgrules they must work under that
are usually at fault for the failure of the schools to
produce decent students. And that usuany reflects
back to intervention from outside parties.
Another problem with the plan is its intent to
require students "to prove they can think, not just
memorize ..."
Of oourse, thought is essential to the learning
process. However, it seems thatinrecenthistorytheI:e
has ~aninel"e$ingdriftawayfrom the memorization process which (a) gives young~ students a foundationforthelater~inking" classes they take, and(b)
getsthemintoamodewheretheyknowhowtooommit
to memory when needed
There are some other old-fashioned educational
notions which might be con$idered, in spite of their
initial burden to students. Sillnmer reading lists is
one that comes to mind By requiring students to
read over the summer vacation, they keep the
mental processes going, even if at a minhnum
throttle speed, and some even develop a love for
reading that might not have grown were it not for
the enforcement of the practice.
One ofthe laudable aspects ofthe plan is the idea
of replacing report cards (and presumably grades)
with a computer disk "portfolio."
Again problems arise since most administrators
and record-keepers prefer the ease of a simple, allinclusive letter or numerical grade.
As mentioned, we hope that something real will be
done to bolst.erthe state ofFlorida's education. But, as
in many other things, the proofwill be in the pudding.
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Spines and scandals in the news
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?

I

nthenewsthi~week(and

last):
• It is October 1, 1992
and the state of F1orida is
celebrating - not Hispanic
month, not the Year of the
Woman - Spinal Health
Month.
ByOfficial proclamation
from Gov. Lawton Chiles,
Octoberhas been established
as Spinal Health Month.
'The proclamation acknowledges theneedforperiodic spinal examinations," reads the text of the press
release that accompanies the proclamation being sent all
over the state. It also states that the idea behind the
proclamation "will allowthepublicto learnfirst-.hand ofthe
importance of spinal integrity." ·
Quite true, Governor, quite true.
And I think that, in honor of this glorious occasion, we
should arrange for spinal implants for politicians. After all,
as your proclamation reads: "spinal integrity makes it
possible for all the organs in the body to function most
efficiently."
•Talk about P-whipped, the on- again-off again candidate made waves last week and, bythetimeofthisprinting,
we will either have or not have another presidential
candidate.
That's right, H. Ross Perot, Texas' answer to Mickey
Mouse, is making waves about returning to the Presidential race.
And, ofcourse, a large majority ofthose voters who were
burned by the guy before are lining up to support him once
again.

Never have America's voters acted like such jilted
brides. And never has a national "political" figure so
sucoossfully strung those love-st.arved people along. Well,
people continued to send money to Jimmy Swaggart and
Jim Baker after their follies were national news.
Enough said.
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• Anyone watching the tube last Friday night had a
choice of two different interviews with national figures.
On Channel 24 David Frost was chatting with Vice
PresidentDanQuaylewhile,overonABC'snewsshow"2CY
20," Barbara Walters was talking with retired General
Norman Schwarzkopf.
So while Quayle was saying that Clinton's draft record
issueprobablywouldn'tbepursuedbythe media (ironically
at the same time as the latest Washington Post weeklydefinitely a Democratidliberal publication - made tlie
topic its cover story), "Stomrin' Norman" was discussing
the need for better education in this country.
Regrettably, I can't report on much of what Quayle
prattled since I opted to listen to intelligent answers to
mundane questions over the prospect of hearing stupid
responses to intelligent questions.
• In the news last week, a F1orida representative
captured the Miss America title for the first time only to
have her own little scandal rear its ugly head.
Thanks to the diligent investigative skills of that
hardhitting news team, Channel 6, it appears that Leanza
Cornett, the latest Miss America, was discovered fudging
on school records in an apparent attempt to present herself
as a college student
This, according to Channel 6's news department, is a
major scandal. Ofcourse, this is the same bunch that only
last year heard satanic messages on a Madonna record.
The worst part is, F1orida finally gets a Miss America
AND a scandal but no dirty pictures.
• On the UCF campus, the big news was the reamt
Vision '92 political agenda-setting assembly that ocrurred
Iastweek.lntheworksformonths,itwassupposedtoallow
students a chance to meet and talk with (as well as hear
from) state and national political parties and representatives.
As it turned out, however, it became a political propagandastageforquite afew oftheguestsandmany students
expressed disappointment in not being able to address real
issues with some of the visitors - most notably our own
governor.
'llien, in an interesting twist, Governor Chiles sugr
gested that voters take the time to listen to what politicians
are saying.
Sure thing-just as soon as they start listening to what
the electorate is saying.
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OUC proposes a 'safety precaution' ... for profits
utility companies. The increased profits totaled $8.8
mil1ion. The OUC'sjustification for the construction
of the Stanton II is safety. The OUC has stated that
CAMPUS COMMENTARY
there must be 15 percent excess energy at all times
in the power plant as a safety precaution.
However, with the Stanton I alone, the percentage
he Orlando Utilities Commission (OUC) is
planning the construction of Curtis Stanton of excess energy will not decrease to _15 percent for
II, a coal-fired power plant that will be located approximately another five years - at this time the
in East Orlando near Curtis Stanton I, an already Stanton II will still be under construction.
This power plant is obviously being made purely
existing coal-fired plant. There is an enormous
amount of controversy surrounding the building of to increase profits.
A number of alternative programs can be instithis plant due to the deadly amounts ofmercury that
gated rather than the building of another plant. A
it will release into Florida's environment.
Another coal-fired plant will also enhance greatly few of these are encouraging the use of fluorescent
lighting, weatherization of homes, rebates for high
the serious problem of global warming.
The big question is whether or not we need the efficiency gas water heaters and rebates for superadditional power the Stanton II will provide. The efficient appliances.
An increasing number of utility companies around
Central Florida Earth Alliance says no.
According to the Alliance, last year the OUC had the nation are utilizing alternative energy programs
an increased profit margin of 39 percent, which to fulfill their energy needs rather than simply conresulted from- the sales of surplus energy to other structing new plants.

Elizabeth Jennings

T

J

The OUC happens to rank at the bottom of the list
of companies who are doing what they can to conserve energy.
Not only are alternative energy programs better
for the environment but they are also less expensive.
The Curtis Stanton II will cost the city of Orlando
over $500 million.
Alternative conservation programs will solve all
the problems that a new plant would solve about 40
percent of the price.
The power to protect the environment and the
pocketbooks of the citizens of Orlando lies in each of
our hands. Express your discontent, your anger,
your outrage at the mere thought ofbuilding another
coal-fired plant when there are so many alternatives
available.
If the OUC does not know that you disagree with
this preposterous proposal they will assume that you
agree.
Act now before it is too late.
Elizabeth Jennings is a Freshman studying Theatre

In Limbo

Tony Whitten
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, .A list of survival tips for the next Florida -hurricane
DaveBany

>

TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

·A

s you are probably aware, especially ifyou are
one of those people whose major applian~es
are still up in trees, South Florida recently
experienced a bad hurricane.
So today, as a South Florida homeowner, I want to
review some of the lessons I learned from this experience - lessons that I believe can be useful not only
in hurricanes, but in other natural disasters such as.
floods, earthquakes and children's birthday parties.
The most important precaution, for a homeowner
facing a natural disaster, is:
1. SELL YOUR HOUSE BEFORE THE NATURAL DISASTER OCCURS.
Trust me, this simple step will save you a LOT of
trouble. My wife, Beth, and I are still kicking ourselves for not doing it.
When we heard that Hurricane Andrew was
headed directly at us, we rushed around doing things
like putting patio furniture inside, securing doors,
etc. What a pair of morons. We should have used that
time to sell the house to somebody, and let HIM
worry about the patio furniture.
Granted, at that point there probably was not a
large pool of qualified buyers available, so· we might
oot have gotten absolute top dollar:
.... Us: So, do we have a deal here?
Prospective Buyer: Let me get this straight. I get
your house, and you get ... my BIKE?
Us (driving a hard bargain): AND your skateboard.
Prospective Buyer: I have to ask my mom.
If you're foolish enough to keep your home, you
should definitely:
2. SEARCH THE HOME FOR WORKING DRUM
SETS AND DESTROY THEM WITH AN AX.
We weathered the hurricane in the home of some
·friends who are normally sane people, but who had
allowed their 11-year-old son, Trey, to purchase a
used drum set THE DAY BEFORE THE HURRI-

CANE.
Here's the thing

abou~ dnuns

a'bey don't eed

electricity. They are designed to function perfectly
during a natural disaster. This meant that at 2 a.m.,
when the power went out and the·night was black
and the wind was shrieking and the eye was approaching and we were sitting in the darkness, rigid
with tension, terrified about what was about to
happen, fearful that the house might BANG BANG
BANG BANG WHAMMMA WHAMMA WHAMMA
OHMIGOD WHAT'S HAPPENNING?!!?
Ha ha! It was only young Trey, sensing somehow
that this was a superb time to practice. So we all had
a good laugh, and there is a strong chance that some
of our hearts will eventually resume beating.
3. DESTROY YOUR GARDEN HOSE.
Few people realize how dangerous a garden hose
can be. I found out while attempting to siphon gasoline into a chain saw so I could locate our house,
which was somewhere inside a mass of fallen trees
approximately the size of Cambodia.
We had obtained the chain saw from these men
who sprang up all over the place, mushroom-like,
immediately after the storm. They were sellingtruckloads of powerful, potentially lethal chain saws to
South Florida homeowners whose experience with
dangei:ous tools :ww:i prettJ_ much l. mi.ted to cork-

screws. I watched a TV reporter ask one of the chainsaw sellers if he had any Safety Tips for the viewing
audience. The man thought for a second, then said,
quote: "Chain saw don't know the difference between
a LAIG and a LAWG."
Bearing that Safety Tip in mind, I unpacked my
new chain saw and determined, using mechanical
aptitude, that you.had to put gasoline in it. I decided
to siphon some out of my wife's car. My wife's car is
her pride and joy, and it spent the hurricane inside
the garage; a tree landed on the garage, but the car
was undamaged.
So I cut off a length of garden hose, and I stuck it
down the car's gas pipe, and - I bet this NEVER
happens to criminals - it got stuck in there. When
I tried to pull it back out, it broke. Which meant there
was four feet of alien garden hose somewhere deep
inside my wife'-s car.
And you just KNOW the mechanic is going to tell
me that the only way to fix it is to replace the engine,
perhaps several times.
This is why you need National Guard troops in
disaster areas. I needed a National Guard troop to
come into my garage right then and shoot me in the
head. That would have spared me from having to go
into the house to tell my wife that on this day- a day
when our trees had been knocked down and our roof
damaged and our other car bashed up by roof tiles
and our entire neighborhood strewn with debris and
our roads blocked and our power knocked out for
what looked like several weeks - that on this day,
the first thing I had done, the first. step on the long
road to recovery, was to screw up her car.
When I explain this to the mechanic, he'd better
not laugh at me. I.'m going to have the chain saw
running by then.

•••
I want to stress that my family and I are fine.
/ But a lot of people in South Florida aren't. If you
want to do something, please send a check to the
National Disaster Relief Fund. You can mail it to
your local Red Cross Chapter, or P.O. Box 37243,
Washington, D.C. 20013. Or call (800) 842-2200 and
put it on your credit card.
People down here really need your help. I'm not
making this up.

For a second successful year in a row the big boys of probeach volleyball battled it out in the "Old Spice King of the
Beach Invitational II." And this year, it was done with a twist.
The Daytona Beach Marriott hosted the Association of
Volleyball Professional' s tourand season finale, which boasted
$200, 000 in total prize money.
From Sept. 25-27, the top 14 players in the world competed
for a possible chance at $71 ,500 in individual prize money.
Playing on a specially-built beachside stadium court. the top pros
spiked and served their way to the finals on Sunday and a shot at probeach volleyball's ultimate bragging rite of "King of the Beach."
This tournament is different from the rest of the stops on the
pro tour because, r~ther than having their normal playing
teammate, players change partners for every game. The
switching off is done within two pools of the top 14
players on the tour.
The qualifying round matches. which took place
on Friday. were worth one tournament point and
$2.000. The main matches on Saturday were
worth two points and $6, 000 per game
and. on Sunday, the finals matches
were worth three points and a
whopping $15.000 per game.
This altered format allows
for individual talent to be highlighted ratherthan team abil-

(

'

<

ity.

(

On Sunday, the fourfinalists played it up for the King of
•
the Beach title. big money and a
crowd estimated at 5, 200 people.
The final four were Karch Kiraly,
last year's King of the Beach, Mike Dodd.
· Tim Hovland and Pat Powers.
In the day's first match, Powers and Dodd
(
teamed to beat Kiraly and Hovland 15-8. Kiraly
and Powers then defeated Hovland and Dodd .
13-10, which set 'up the championship match
<.
between Kiraly and Dodd against Powers and
Hovland. After scoring the first two points,
Kiraly showed why he is still King of the
<
Beach. Kiraly's solid servinga.odsup
lifted his team to 13-7 victory.
prize money and a success
(
of his title as King of the Be
Aside from the playing fo
this tournament has anotner ,
unique and precedent-setti
aspect, which gives an indi
cation to how far pro-beac
volleyball has come and how much it is going to grow.
When first held In 1991 it was the first pro-beach event to have ticketed seating. The event sold out, \,v~·::ch
surprised and thrilled the sponsors and volleyball media. Three ticketed venues followed suit this year on the .,
1992 tour, and each one was a resounding sell out and success reminiscent of what started in Daytona Beach
with the "Old Spice King of the Beach Invitational."
• darius samar {
central florida future
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Popularizing the spoken word
If Laurie Anderson and Jim Carroll were to have t1on, visits with Kurt Waldheim and tells us not to
a baby, the child would probably be Meryn Cadell. take the Pill. there's still a certain je ne sais
Cadell's song "The Sweater" has been getting a quoi. .. Some peace, some love, some goodwill").
considerable amount of radio airplay. It is a song
Religious figureheads also appear in "Flight Atdealing with the adolescent angst of a school girl in tendant," a number where a girl foregoes life as nun
love with "a boy... who's a genuine hunk, a hunk of to become a flight attendant. an occupation where
burning lov~." that uses a 1960s backbeat. Voice "my affection will be real/ fo_r the duration of the
and music haven't been so well blended on a com- flight at least: Here'syourpillow, here'syourmeal."
Other milestones of American culture come unmercial venture since the Beat movement and she
uses her voice to sing in an ethereal way that is der her observation in selections such as "Barbie"
and "Maidenform."
pleasant and moving.
Strange musical backgrounds and sound effects
Cadell demonstrates that there might yet be
weave through "Martina," "Knitting," "The Wait"
hope for recordings and intelligence.
The work starts off with "Secret." a vocally and "Deep S~xin'."
In "Spelling Bee" she recalls the problems of
layered a' capella work that is powerful in its simplictrying to adapt a rebellious attitude with a natural
ity and shows off Cadell's voice in nice fashion.
But then the fun begins as she kicks into "Bumble scholastic inclination while "Job Appl ication" takes
Bee," a diatribe recalling past relationships and the the listener through a job interview where the
female narrator's problems with both men and mod- applicant is straddling between contempt for corpoern-day answers C"The Crystal Light and Breakfast rate loyalty and kowtowing and ber need for rent
cereal Healing Center"). Her only true recourse .money.
This is an album that mixes the · cheesiness of
seems to be introducing a "line of evil voodoo
Americana in a series of appealir1g songs and
cards."
Cadell has other targets here, however. One in spoken segments that demand the listen. All in.all.
"angel food for. thought" is just that - perhaps
particular is organized religion as heard in "I Been
Redeemed" and "The Pope." a boogie-woogie minus the angelic reference.
•bill cushing
song recording a visit by the pontiff ("Okay, so he
persecutes homosexuals, doesnotbelieve~in_a_b_o_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-e_d_ito_r_in~ch~ief

Got an opinion? Get paid for-it!

.

a4

•Formals

At the Future, we'll give you more than a penny for your thoughts. We
8l'e in need of commentary writers as well as editorial cartoonists.
Positions are available now and in the fall.
Ifyou have an opinion to express, can write or draw, and are dependable,
call us at. 823-6397 or visit our trailer behind the former art domes off
of Libra Drive. We'll make your two-cents worth more.

t.Of24-·Banquets

FREE DELIVERY
(to UCF & surrounding areas)

•Any Special Occasion

FASHION SQUARE • 898-6122
ALTAMONTE MALL • 339.-3131
FLORIDA MALL • 855-7555

New York Style Pizza
Calzone • Stromboli ·
Stuffed Pizza • Pizza by the Slice

Hours: 11:00 A.M. - 12:00 Midnight
TAKE OUT AVAILABLE

I .

(407) 281-ROJO (7656)
12233 University Blvd. Orlando, FL 32817
~
Located on the corner of
r1~~:~~=,·1
~ University & Alafaya across from UCF ... · ==~W

~--------~r--------,
1
Buy a 16" pizza with 1 topping
Buy a 18" pizza

I
anct
. · 11
and
I
I get any 2 toppings for FREE! 11 · get a 14" pizza for $3.00 · I
I Dine-in and pick-up only. 11 Dine-in and pick-up only. I

... ________ ...... ________ ...
1 Valid through December 12, 1992. 11 Valid through December 12, 1992.1

.....---------·-·
FLEA M1\RKET
ii 500 E. COLONIAL DR. (E. HWY. 50)
(AqROSS FROM THE FRAT HOUSE)
i

FRI., SAT.,

~SUN.

8 AM-5PM

'

, • Hundreds of sellers, Tho~sands
of buyers
. • Millions of N~w & Used items,
Antique, & CoBectibles
• Free Parking; $nack bars
COME ONE, COME ALL TO
BUY OR SELL
UNIVfRSAl PltlURfS Plllm Al OUllAW PllJIBJCOOl 11 ASSDOATIOI W11B PN:lfl[ ARTISlS ·uR. BASfBAli" DfNNIS HAYSBfRl KfN lAKAKURA ., JfRRY GOlOSMIIB
=JOHN KAil JHfRFf SllVfR ,mo PfllfTI(R &JOHN JUNKfRMAN ~CARY lllSS AID KfYIN WAOf AID MONH urnmt~ "l.W..'m'
tl.!!=--~1. ...:::i:.i..s1-itfRfD StHfPISI OOH~ tlAYBOURNf AID llJB(Rf NfWMYrn -,rnrn smPISI tQ~[f1m.r.lllllfil ~.~·~~

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

DEALER SPACE AVAILABLE.
500 PAVED & COVERED SPACES
(407) 380-8888 OR 679-8705
NORB KOLB·, MGR.

... ----------·

.__
..
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B-Side Ourselves
If you are not exclusively listening to track, features Bach trading banshee wails
bands from the Seattle area. Skid Row has with Rob Halford of Judas Priest.
Many young people dream of performsomething a little more traditional for your
auditory pleasure.
"B-Side Ou-selves" ·is a between-album hors d'OOlM'e, which features the

Skids CCN~ng
of tt)eir favorite songs.
The songs were previously available as bsides dn various European sirgles.
The EP kicks off with an u~ual situation. Bassist Rachel Bolan assumes the
lead vocals on the Ramones' anthem of
angst "Psycho Therapy." The tune is appropriatelyangryandfeatures TaimeDowne
of Faster ~ton background vocals.
In the '70s, KISS was the reason many
people picked up guitars. A fun loving
rendition of "C'mon and Love Me" pays
tribute to that group's influence.
"Delivering the Goods, " the only live

fiw

ing on stage Wt:h their favorite artist. To
introcfuce his idol. vocalist Sebastian Bach .
said, "I have been waiting myWiole life to
· share the stage with this man."
"What
You' re Doing" isa song featured on the first
Rush album. The Skid's version doesn't
sound like Rush, but is enjoyable.
The last song in this unusual collection is
Ji mi Hendrix's "Uttle Wing." Bach' sgolden
voice highlights this vve!l-performed and
emotional version.
~:
"B-Side Ourselves" is a very enjoyable
collection; however, it is primarily targeted
·to the band's existing fans. If you want to
hear a collection of fun songs this is it, and
to tho8e who dismiss this band as bubblegum, there is no fX)Wer-ballad. ·

Skid Row - Scott Hill, Rob Affuso, Dave Sabo, Sebastian Bach, Rachel
Bolan (Courtesy - adantic records)
• steve turner

A South African Awakening
SOWETO, South Africa-As a new worid is opening up forthe students of an extraordinary teacher. the
horror of the old wand continues to tear apart any hope
for their future. For one particular pupil, Sarafina, the .·
danger and violence of the old world will impact her life
forever.
"Sarafina!" shockingly captures the passion. hope
and fear that oppressed the young people of Soweto
in the 1976 student uprisings. Shot through with the
violence of humanity turned against itself. the film
captures the sense of pain and courage of a world in
which the daily questions are not what to wear and what
to ea( but whether to kill and how to do it most
effectively.
Leading the vibrant cast is Whoopi Goldberg as the
brilliant teacher, Mary Masembuko. Her understated
performance glows with wisdom and inner strength. In
the title role, Leleti Khumalo act$ and sings with a
vitality that grows out of understanding and honesty.
She grows from an almost-innocent schoolgirl with
dreams of Hollywood stardom to a woman driven by
the desire for a better world. Her journey is shocking,
alarming and bloody.
···
Her story is strikingly, if unevenly, captured by the

Whoopi Goldberg stars in new drama ceourtasy /
MIRAMAX FILMS)

·

director. .James Darrell Roodt. He mixes powerful
narrative scenes with fantastic musical numbers, and ,
intercuts documentary-style testimony from young
students detained by South African police. Along the
way, he also includes vivid, scattershot images of the
struggle against apartheip. In one riveting scene, we
see a group of torch-wielding students in blood-red
silhouette marching forward, chanting:" You can wound
us, but you can't stop us. We are coming."
The music is native South African mbaqanga music,
a pounding and hypnotic blend of rhythms with blues u
and gospel tones. The songs are not truly organic to the
story and may catch the viewer offguard, butthe music
is organic to the characters. and they sing and dance
with drive and conviction. They seem to be singing out
their anger. purging fear and hatred with dance.
Not all scenes are consistently powerful. but the c
combination is striking. When Mary Masembuko is
being abducted by police in front of her students, she
tells them: "The people can defeat the army." Hers is <
a quiet cry for reform, but it echoes the movie's violent,
searing cry for salvation.

AlmoSt in time for the nevv
term: Excuses·, Excuses
Just in time for the new
school year is Leigh
Rutledge' s "Excuses. Excuses.
Yes, friends, for a mere six
bucks you can have "A compendium of rationalizations. alibis, denials. extenuating circumstances and outright lies"
once you run out of dead

Five Primary Maxims of making Excuses." Examples includethefactthat "thefeebleness or banality .o f an excuse
should never be a deterrent to
its use" or that one should
"always put the blame on
something that can't defend
itself. "
Many of the popular mod-.

(

grandmothers ~ els include the
and flat tires.
old standbys
R u t Ie d g e
has collected a
.

B

F

~

such as "The
alarm didn't go
n

"

are
mous
ones
liiiiiiliiiiiiliiliiiiiiiliiiliiiiiliiiliiiiiliiiliiiiiliiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiif
some
new
from recent hisvariations
tory to offer his
readers an almost endless which are rapidly becoming
source of cop-outs and justifi7 popular: "Our computer's
down," "My biorhythms must
cations. ·
Divided into several catego- be off."
But you buy the book for
ries - including "Popular Excuses for Every Occasion." the new and interesting variet"Specialized Excuses" and ies and they are here as well,
"Famous Excuses" - the ''I'm just too psychic to go to
book even starts with "The parties anymore. I spend all

night having to sort out other
people's vibes" and "I was
concentrating so hard on what
you were saying that I didn't
quite hear what you said" are
two of my favorites.
Specialized excuses is a
section which includes the top
1O Cor nine) reasons used in
everyday (and not-so-everyday) situations.
Famous excuses covers a
century of subterfuge, from

Oscar Wilde to Bill Clinton's
now-utilitarian "I didn't like it
and I didn't inhale it."
Of course George Bush is
included in this group, along
with Ronald Reagan, Leona
Helmsley. Marion Barry, Zsa
Zsa Gabor, Geraldo Rivera
and the Alabama State Textbook Committee.
Here is a book which no
student Cqr human being)
should be without. After all,

excuses aren't just excuses;
excuses are a way of life in
America.
The book is scheduled for
an Oct. 29 release.
The publisher would have 1
had it out on the stands sooner
but Saturn's in Scorpio this
month and they couldn't cope. '
- bill cushing
editor in chief '
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Ice Hockey, will it Boom or Bust in the Bay area?
Jenny Duncanson

•

OFFSIDES

•

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

as Southerners get their first taste of
steel on ice, season tickets will become a
thing to kill for.
OFFICIAL WORD
And not only can we now see hockey
live, but maybe the television stations
The month of October begins with
and newspapers will begin to pay attenthe
Tampa Bay Bucs tied for first place,
tion to those of us who wish to follow our
the
baseball pennant races nearing a
favorite sport.
and, oh by the wa:v. hockey
conclusion
So if you're not yet a fan of tremenin
Tampa.
No,
not field hockey or floor
dously fast action, buy a ticket and check
hockey,
ice
hockey.
Ice as in something
it out. If you are a fan, thank God daily
only
seen
in
Florida
when you drop a
that the Yankees are once again invadcube in your soda. This north of the
ing the South.
And if you're a skeptic, get with the southern border game will be a colossal
times. The Stanley cup is the oldest failure in the Bay area.
The novelty will soon wear offfor the
championship series in existence and
there's a good reason for that. Hockey is Tampa Bay Lightning. With only 4,000
and always will be one of the world's or so in attendance for an exhibition
most popular sports, even here in the game last week, it appears hockey is
good old South. So get ready for tho already another mediocre Florida sport,
like team tennis.
Tampa Bay Lightning.
This team, composed of no name
Get ready to be struck.

Trace Trylko

I

At long last, Southerners are getting
some culture. Ice Hockey has made it
south of the Mason Dixon Line.
Yes, yes, yes.
Since the announcement of the birth
of the Tampa Bay Lightning, skeptics
have been coming out of the woodwork.
"Ice Hockey in Florida? No way! It will
never work! Get those damn Yankees
out of Florida!"
Sorry, folks, we're here to stay and
we're bringing the greatest game on earth
with us. And what the critics don't understand is that Florida is a prime market for blood on the ice.
See, Florida is the retirement capital
of the United States and most of the
retirees are from the north, where hockey
is revered as the sport of sports. There
are very few true Floridians. Most people
who live in the Sunshine State are (as
the Orlando Sentinel likes to call us)
Northern Transplants. Sure, we like the
sun and the fun, but there was something missing.
Not anymore. Now we have all the
slipping, sliding, slamming action right

.r.;spos1to.
Now, people have been harping on the
fact that the first couple of exhibition
games have not drawn large crowds.
<· True, but then, nobody thought football
would become as popular as baseball.
Give it time, the snowbirds haven't got• ten here yet and Floridians haven't
learned enough about the game yet.
But I am quite confident that as soon

Pl,,.,..;,t.,. T''"" .,,,,.,.... 1\Tl-:rT . .f.'an•aC!u loat'Tnoa
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The Tampa Bay Lightning try to carve their notch in the Florida
ice.(DeHoog/FUTURE)

HOW TO FEED ASTUDENT
.BODY FOR UNDER $3.

Real Italian Real Fast.
NOW OPEN/12025 Collegiate 'M!y/380-3737/SUN- THURS 10:30 am. -10:00 p.m./FRI &SAT 10:30 am. -11:00 p.m.

IRI,

Bring Friends .. .
Roommates .. .
and Money!!!

OUTLET·

Belz Factory
· Ou.tlet. World
Mall 2

363-4670

10% ·student discount on rogular-merchandise with UCF ID

Iri.~~

286, 386, 486, PC's, desktops, notebooks:
We have them all, and
We give you what you want in your computer
Reliability-Complelc hardware technical supporl, and
24 hour, 7 day-a-week Lechnical support of90% of the
software that we sell.
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cards are bei~g traded in the library
and work schedules are being rearranged for ESPN broadcasts. Then
· again, perhaps no one really cares
whether the sounds of Lightning action thunder throughout the South or
if ourfavoritefemale goalie is the team's
coach at midseason. Hey, if you're
speaking about ice, I'll have a few more
cubes in my soda, thank you.

;::::;::;:~~~~;;;;;:;:;;::::;;;;;:;:;;:::::::=::::::::=::::::::=:::::=====,-~;;,;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;
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northern skaters (Quick, name a Lightning player!) will be mired in last place
for years to come.
The National Hockey League's three
or four stars will draw fans for only so
long.
The loss of Wayne Gretzky to injury
may even hamper a sellout for the
Lightning's mighty showdown with the
Los Angeles Kings.
For those of you who responded to my
name a Lightning player challenge with
Manon Rheaume, yo are a true hockey
enthusiast. This overhyped female goalie
is Tampa's biggest star. Why is this so?
The answer is not her talent!
The gimmicky, desperate Lightning
pulled a publicity coup bY. including
our favorite female goalie on its· preseason roster. This move proves that
teams will do anything to sell tickets!
Finally, what is this team's identity
in the Florida sports marketplace?
From the . television and newspaper
ads, you'd ~hink Phil Esposito was play. ing agafu. The Lightning may soon
need old Phil to suit up, and I don't
mean of the three-piece variety.
Perhaps I'm wrong. Maybe I've just
missed the hockey fever in Central

A

Convenience - FREE delivery, set-up, and installation.
- FREE consultation to get you started on
your new computer.

Easy to Learn-A complete tutorial of each major function
comes built into the system. Perfect for the first-time user or
the expert who needs a quick and simple refresher course.
User-Friendly- Format a disk with the touch of a button, or
-Copy an entire disk with a single keystroke.

FREE Prodigy source kit, FREE wordproce sor builL-in,
FREE spreadsheet & charting, FREE ,databa<;c manager.
Avoid waiting for hours in the UCF compmer labs JUSL LO log
onto the LAN. A complete system. custom-tailored to your
needs is only a phone call away.

Computing has never been so eaSJ'!
Informational Resources International, Inc.
(407) 931-1178

DID YOU KNOW?
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES.
THE PLASMA YOUDONATEHELPS:
- · • Protect against infectiOI~
• Patients in shock
• Accident victims
• Bleeding Disorders
• ?rovide clotting factors
for hemophiliacs
• New research on life
threatening diseases
"We would like to compensate you for your
time when giving the gift of life"

• Provide intravenous fluids
for bums, surgery, or
treatments of illness

BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE $10 BONUS
FOR YOUR FIRST DONATION
Call for information and/ or appointment
1122 W. Church St. Orlando, Fl. 32805
(407) 841-2151

Philadelphia
Flyers fall :Oat.
on Florida ice
By Jenny Duncanson
SPORTS EDITOR

Lightning struck in Orlando
on Tuesday and it fried
Philidelphia.
The newest addition to the
National Hockey League made
its debut in Orlando by beating
the Philidelphia Flyers 5-3 in
front of 10,347 fans.
The Lightning got off to a slow start and allowed rightwing Mark Recchi to put a puck
past goalie Wendell Young only
4:11 into the first period. The
teams traded goals in the ~c
ond period before Lightning hit
mid-way through the final period. Right-wing Tim Bergland
shot past Flyers goaltender
Daryl Reaugh to tie the game
up, 3-3.
Two minutes later center
Jock Callander scored a goal
followed one minute later by
left-wing Chris Contos, who put
the ice-ing on the cake by putting the lightning up 5-3.
Tampa goaltenders Pat
Jablonski and Wendell Young
had 23 saves between them and
Philidelphia goalkeeper Daryl
Reaugh had 34.

Sports
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A FLASH OF LIGHTNING

lead Russians against UCF
Knights get set to meet Moscow Bears in Citrus Bowl
the date and prevented having - Bill Arnold said. "Like other
three weeks in a row without a countries around the world,
STAFF REPORTER
game," McDowell said.
Russia is eager to learn our style
The Knights will have two of football. After the game, and
The UCF football team will
play an exhibition game with open dates after they play the starting on Monday, UCF
the Moscow Bears of the USSR Russians. UCFwillhostNicholls coaches will hold three clinics to
American Football League, this State on Oct. 17 at the Citrus further instruct the Bears."
Saturdayat 7:05 p.m. inthe Cit- Bowl. Western Maryland UniCoach McDowell expressed
rusBowl.
versity, a member of NCAA Di- the importance of keeping his
The game is the ~~~~~~~~~ vision II, travelled team in focus and spoke of the
first.to be played in
to Moscow to face chance to work on some new
"/ think it's
the United States
the Bears in 1990 things in a game situation.
between a member
going to be a and defeated the
"We will have a normal schedof the USSR AFL
lot of fun. II
Bears45-7.
ulethisweekinpreparationfora
and a major college
Twenty teams game, butjust a little less practice
football team.
havebeenplaying time," McDowell said. "MikeJorUCF coach Gene
• Charles Anderson American-style dan will play at least half of the
McDowell made
UCF PLAYER football for the game at quarterback to give him
the announcement
past three years in some game experience."
last week that the • • • • • • • • • Moscow.
The players were caught off
Knightshadfilledtheopendate
Last October, the first "Su- balance by the announc.ement,
of the schedule created when per Bowl" was played in Mos- but are looking forward to the
Savannah State College was cow, attracting more than whole experience.
forc.ed to cancel its game with 12,000· fans who watched the
"We we're a little surprised,"
UCF.
Bears become the first Super said Charles Anderson. "But I
Savannah State notified Bowl champions.
thinkit'sgoingtobealotof~."
UCFjustbeforethestartofthe
The Bears have recruited
As of Wednesday, John
season that in order to fulfill variousOlympicathletesinclud- Marini ofUCF sports informaobligations with their Southern ing an Olympic javelin thrower tion verified that the Bears
Intercollegiate Athletic Confer- as quarterback and a wrestler would be co-coached by Perry
ence, they would have to drop as center.
Moss, coach of the Predators,
UCF from their schedule in or"The game will be a-learning and Galen Hall, former coach of Flyers center Keith Acton and Lightning center
der to play a conference foe.
experienc.e for the Russians," both the University of Florida Michel Mongeau battled on Orlando ice Tues"Itisimportantthatwefilled UCF assistant athletic director· and the Orlando Thunder
by Glenn Carrasquillo

'I
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day. (DeHoogtFUTURE)

·cross country headline goes here
by Jenny Duncanson SPORTS EDITOR

Only the second tournament of the season for
cross country and already the-Knights are proving
they can stand the heat of Florida competition.
The men's and women's cross country teams
took South Florida by storm, seizing second
place in the men's competition and first place in
the women's at the Florida International University Invitational.
The men's team, which competed in a five mile
run, took second to FIU, but beat the University of
Miami, Florida Atlantic University and Nova University. The top finisher overall for .the men was
David Weis ofFAU with a time of27:30.
The top finisher for the Knights was Pete Fournier
who placed second overall with a time of 28:06.
Out of a field of 34 runners, UCF's Eric Lipham
placed sixth, Joe D'Abate placed 10th, Toby Berndt
was 12th, Jeff Budd took 17th and Matt Huasman
crossed the finish line in 22nd.
Desiree Joubert from the University of Miami
1

Men's soccer gears up to take on the Hatter's
of Stetson University. <DeHoog1FuruRE)

I

finished first with a time of 20:00 in the five kilometer run for the women.
Kate Bell posted the top finish for the Knights at
third with a time of 21:27.
Tiffa:Qy Hill from UCF finished fourth, Valerie
Valenzuala was eighth, Elizabeth McGlamery took
10th, Lorena Valenzuala ran 12th, Tasha Bierly
placed 18th in front of Susan Black who was 19th and
Jennifer Bencal placed 21st out of 26 runners.
Pete Fournier felt he could have ran a little better, '
but is not disappointed with the overall results.
"I feel that me and Eric Lipham should have
finished first and second," Fournier said. "But I'm ,
not in shape because I didn't run over the summer
due to an injury. By the state meet I should be
running my best."
Fournier predicts that this team will be much
improved over last year's with the presence of new
head coach Doug Loftus.
"With the new coach everything is moving in the «1
right direction," he said.

.T hreshold run meets goals, helps kids
by Trace Trylko

well on the campus."
Winners in the 5K included:
OVERALL MEN'S DMSION: Cocoa's Doug But- f
Despite intermittent showers and typical Florida
heat, the 14thannualThresholdRun& Walk was an ler at 15:02.
OVERALL WOMEN'S DIVISION: Orlando's
enormous succ.ess.
Over 1,000 people participated in Saturday's Cindy Barfield at 17:27. Former cross country star
Threshold 5K, which is the premier event of the and UCF alumnus Dave Smith finished third overall
with a time of 15:21.
Comairfl'rack Shack Grand Prix Series.
Dr. Richard Tucker, a UCF professor of psycholOtherUCFaccoladeswentt.othe UCFHonorsprograrn,
ogy and director of this race since its inception, whichwasthewinningentiyintheclub and team category.
estimated the event raised $1,500 for the dysfunc- The Human Factor Society placed second.
The next road race on campus will be the Pegathon
tional children served by Threshold, Inc.
"This has become a part of the institutional his- 5K held on Nov. 8 as part of the university's home- '
tory ofUCF," said Tucker. "It's an event that reflects corning activities.
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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